
St Andrew’s Street South 

St Andrew’s Street South runs to the west of the Medieval town ditch and is an area which would 

always have been outside of the ‘Grid’.  

It now is the western most street of the Town Centre Conservation Area and, indeed, it is only the 

East side of the Street which is included within the conservation area. This is ironic to a degree as 

the most architectural interesting buildings in the street, St Louis’ (St Benedict’s) School to the South 

and the ‘arc’ shopping centre to the north are both actually outside of the conservation area. It is 

also ironic that the only listed buildings in the street are on the west side and not within the conser-

vation area, although there is a listed structure on this side of the street, that being the Wool Sack 

Gateway (see below). 

As it wasn’t part of the Medieval town being outside of the line of the town wall/ditch, the street 

was not developed until much later than the Norman streets to its east. But certainly by the end of 

the 18th C the street was fully developed on the eastern side, with rather more sparse development 

on the west. The buildings to the eastern side of the street seem to have been developed with the 

plots within the boundary of the town ditch, to the east, expanding to include a frontage on St An-

drew’s Street. Indeed the nature of this development still persists in large part, with fine 18th C (and 

later) buildings in both Guildhall Street and onto Cornhill employing St Andrew’s Street as a service 

road. This history of development is clearly reflected in the quality of the built environment here.  

There are now though two distinct part of St Andrew’s Street South:  

To the north of Woolhall Street it is larger in scale and very commercial, with service access to the 

shops and other premises in Cornhill and rather dominated by the Arc Shopping Centre but a street 

which, in the context of a market town is perhaps too urban and harsh. Although the Arc itself is an 

exceptionally handsome development designed by Michael Hopkins and Partners and opening in 

2009 after several years of building works, the street here has little in the way of landscaping to 

soften the hard surfaces and ameliorate the lack of quality in some of the architecture. 

To the south of Woolhall Street, buildings generally have a smaller scale and are more mixed in use 

with commercial and professional offices both fronting Guildhall Street to the east and with service 

type, pavilion buildings fronting St Andrew’s Street which were constructed outside the line of the 

town wall/ditch. At the southern end are more semi-industrial type premises. This part of the street 

has some architectural/historic buildings of interest but most are of Victorian or later construction, 

along with boundary walls which hide the gardens and car parks at the rear of premises in Guildhall 

Street. In most towns this street would seem fairly interesting, especially with the early 19th C St 

Louis’ School buildings to the south, but in the context of Bury St Edmunds it is seen as a disappoint-

ment when compared to the richer and more historic streets elsewhere.  However, the original 

boundary of the conservation area was revised in the early 1980s to include the eastern side of the 

street at the rear of Guildhall Street because it was seen as having some intrinsic interest because of 

the service type  nature and scale of the buildings and their relationship with the town wall/ditch. 

The townscape of the southern section of the street is rich enough but the large road opening form-

ing Robert Boby Way rather spoils its otherwise neat enclosed appearance. This street name is an 

acknowledgement of a significant engineering works that was formerly located in this part of the 

town. The ‘Neptune’ premises is probably the only remaining  building now in situ from this business 

which closed in the early 1970s enabling the land to be redeveloped for retail purposes with associ-

ated car parking. 

Outside of the conservation area, on the west side of the street near the corner of Kings Road is one 

of the early pieces of street furniture which still survive in the town. Set into the wall of a building is 

a cast iron cupboard belonging to the Bury St Edmunds Corporation Electricity Department, in a Neo 

Gothic style which must date it to the late 19th C. 

Market Thoroughfare is a rather gloomy passageway between Cornhill and St Andrew’s Street which 

is due to be improved with the redevelopment of the Post Office site to its south side. Currently it 

rather detracts from the conservation area. 

Central Walk rather contrasts with Market Thoroughfare being a rather charming, wider and more 

pleasant environment to pass through from Cornhill to the Arc. It is primarily the small shops on the 

south side which provide the interest in what is, after all, entirely modern construction. It is a posi-

tive element in the conservation area. 



Karooza 

A 1980’s commercial building in two storeys and an attic, with red brick walls and clay tiled roof 

set perpendicular to the street with a large stucco finished gable with faux timbering with wooden 

window and door joinery.  Constructed as part of the scheme to convert the former Griffin public 

house in Cornhill to shops. A building very much of its time, rather complex in design for such a 

small plot and quite unrelated to any context. The building has to its south side a car park which is 

most visible through its containing metal railings. This might have been better as a wall which 

would have given better enclosure and hidden the service area/car park and the surface mounted 

air conditioning plant. 

It is at best neutral in the conservation area. 

Tesco Express/ Rear of Poundland 

Built as the back elevation of Woolworths in the 1950s and once giving a pedestrian entrance to 

the principal Cornhill facing frontage of the store. When Woolwoths ceased trading 2008/2009 the 

building was subdivided to create an independent unit accessed from St Andrews Street South and 

alterations to the rear facade were made. This is an elevation of little pretention set back slightly 

from the general street frontage allowing service vehicles to pull in. It has two storeys with a 

ground floor with a mixture of openings - shop fronts to the Tesco unit to the north and blind or 

open access bay to the rear of Poundland to the south, with concrete block piers. The first floor is 

in buff Fletton bricks with patent glazing to the north bay and a strip of fenestration otherwise, 

with steel framed casements set within an artificial stone frame with wide stucco rendered mulli-

ons. The brickwork has had major repairs/rebuilding including the entire parapet, and much of the 

flank wall. Concrete coping and steel handrail to the flat roof. 

This is a building of its date but of limited quality on this elevation and it is at best neutral in the 

conservation area. 

Hollywood Nails 

This is a single story stucco faced building with a deep parapet and a fake Victorian shop 

front.  

It is at best neutral in the conservation area. 

1a Lawsons House (Coral)   

This is a building which appears to date to the 1950s in two storeys to the street frontage and ris-

ing to three in Market Thoroughfare. It is in a kind of international movement style with stucco 

rendered walls, flat roofs and steel framed casement windows. There is a shop front which is cant-

ed on the corner, with a single column supporting the accommodation above. Another building of 

its time but it is at best neutral in the conservation area. 

Rear of Post Office 

This is the two story flat roofed rear elevation of the rebuilt Post Office building dating to the 

1960’s in red brick with steel farmed casement windows. 

This is due to be replaced in the near future. It is at best neutral in the conservation area. 

Rear of W H Smith 

Here are three elements:  

Behind the street frontage is the 1950’s flat roofed rear elevation of the building in Cornhill. It is in 

two storeys of buff Fletton Bricks with steel framed casements and wooden escape door to a steel 

fire escape staircase. Above this is a tank room or lift overrun/motor room clad in blue tiles. 

To the north and opening off the street through aggressive modern steel gates is a service yard 

related to the Post Office building, with burglary deterrence devices of a crude nature above a red 

brick wall. 

A  service bay opening to the rear of the shop with a wooden fascia and shutter doors. 

While the setback construction is due to remain the other parts are to be replaced in the near fu-

ture. While the setback element is at best neutral in the conservation area the remainder rather 

detracts. 



Rear of Boots 

This is a very large 1990s building in red brick with two principal bays of construction: 

To the north are three very tall storeys with a loading bay, with roller shutter at the north end and 

to the south a shop front. Above these are almost full height recesses within which are set some 

metal framed casements. There is a parapet behind which is a faux mansard roof with slated slopes 

and flat top. 

To the south are three bays of plain brickwork divided by recesses, with shop fronts to each bay at 

ground floor level. Again there is a parapet behind which is a faux mansard roof with slated slopes 

and flat top. 

While the shop fronts at ground level give some vitality to the street the elevation is overall neutral 

in the conservation area. 

Fast Stitch (1, 2 and 3 Central Walk) 

This is the rear elevation of the 1970s building to the south of Central Walk and which also faces 

onto Cornhill. This is rather self-evidently the service elevation in three stories of buff brickwork and 

two bays, that to the north being delineated by concrete pilasters and a faux  mansard gable and to 

the south an entirely pragmatic design with a very large service bay opening and otherwise con-

crete framing and plain brickwork. Through the opening the service bay is a large space all too visi-

ble from the street. Metal framed fenestration to what appears to be residential apartments above 

the shops. 

This is a rather unresolved elevation and while the majority of the building makes some contribu-

tion to the conservation area, on St Andrew’s Street its contribution is neutral. 

Iceland 

This is the rear elevation of a 1950s shop building which principally faces Cornhill and which was 

given ‘Post Modern’ elevations in the 1980s. Here there is a stucco rendered elevation with a pedi-

mented parapet with a tall faux glazed screen above a loading bay. 

A building very much of its time, but neutral in the conservation area. 

LP 

This corner building dating from the 1980s is in two storeys with a concrete tiled faux mansard 

roofed attic with lead clad dormers. The present building was constructed following the earlier 

building being destroyed by fire. It has a ground floor of red brickwork above which is a storey of 

stucco render. The building is occupied as a restaurant/night club with a large pair of doors on the 

canted corner, and there are large windows elsewhere at street level. Otherwise there are wooden 

framed windows. 

This is a building which is at best neutral in the conservation area although large commercial stor-

age bins stored externally detract from the street scene. 

Rudlings Wakelam 

This is the rear elevation of a 1980s/1990s building which is 10 to 14 Woolhall Street, with two shop 

units to the latter thoroughfare but on St Andrew’s Street a small professional office building. Con-

structed as part of the remodelling of Everards Hotel which previously occupied this site and the 

frontage to Cornhill. In three storeys of buff brickwork with some affectations in the way of artificial 

stone dressings, stepping down to a smaller scale two storeysin to the north east. It is a rather com-

plex  design which approximates to a small Georgian style of symmetrical six bay building on Wool-

hall Street and  a rather more obviously modern rear part at a larger scale. Sash windows and plain 

door joinery, slate roof finish with some roof lights. To the rear is a service yard which is very intru-

sive in the conservation area and where wall mounted ventilation equipment is also obviously visi-

ble. Overall neutral in the conservation area, but the service area rather detracts. 



Old Stable House (RSPCA) 

This is a two storey mid/late 19th C building with red brickwork in Flemish bond. It has 20th C shop 

fronts at ground level with a large arched opening to a small courtyard and iron framed casements 

to the first floor and a slated roof. Plastic rainwater goods. The courtyard is a charming space off the 

street and the entirety is positive in the conservation area, although the shop windows could be 

improved. 

Partridge House and Wilson House, Building to South of Old Stable House (To rear of 

88/89 Guildhall Street) 

This is a new residential building in two storeys with a single storey element to the front on the 

pavement line, while the remainder of the building sets back. Designed by Brown and Scarlett Ar-

chitects and constructed circa 2016. The single storey part has some flintwork panels with red brick 

dressings while the two storey element is entirely in red brick with a large shallow arch giving ac-

cess to the rear of the premises. Wooden casements and oriel bay at the south end of the first 

floor. Slate roofs. To the south is a car park (behind 87 Guildhall Street) which is apparently related 

to the development. This has a flint wall to the rear with a garage within it. This has brick dressings 

and a rather curious small boundary wall in a similar manner on the pavement edge. This is a high 

quality development and adds positively to the conservation area. 

Guildhall Dental Surgery (To rear of 85/86 Guildhall Street) 

This is an early 21st C building (constructed circa 2011) clearly constructed for the dental practice 

which occupies the building- Designed by MS2 Architectural Consultants. There is a large stone 

plaque within part of the boundary wall to the street which carries the name. It is an interesting 

building which has at its core a two storey element, perpendicular to the street and slightly set back 

from it ,which approximates to a traditional shed type building with a metal clad pitched roof and in 

part full height glazing. This element is extended to the street with a slightly lower more domestic 

type extension the gable of which forms the street edge in red brick merging into flint walling on 

the pavement line. There is a forecourt to the building and a single storey extension to the south 

west also in red brick with entrance screen. This courtyard has a bollarded entrance off the street 

and a flint and brick boundary wall otherwise. To the rear is a service area which is largely hidden 

from the public realm, although a steel escape staircase here adds a slight industrial feel. 

This is a high quality development which adds positively to the conservation area. 

Gross and Co Car Park (To rear of 83/ 84 Guildhall Street) 

This is an area of asphalt finish with a range of garages to the east. These have (rather handsome) 

black glazed pantiled roofs and red bricks (apparently recycled) and close boarded doors. While the 

garages are not without some charm the relationship of the car park space to the street is disap-

pointing as it has no enclosure. While the garages make a modest positive contribution to the con-

servation area the car park itself is negative. This arrangement is handled rather better to the rear 

of Ashtons and Greene and Greenes (behind 80 and 81a Guildhall Street). 

Oakes Barn 

These are a group of single storey buildings with a range perpendicular to the street, where its ga-

bled end forms the boundary walls and another range set back in with an attic with a large dormer. 

The northern range is a modern extension to the earlier range at the rear which has modern 

alterations dating from the conversion to the present public house use. The east and north ranges 

both have pantiled roofs they both have red brick walls and there is a low wall to the pavement 

which, with a building to the south encloses a rather charming courtyard. 

These are an interesting group which has some charm and makes some positive contribution to the 

conservation area, including its social use which helps enliven the conservation area. 



Ashton’s West Boundary Wall/Car Park (Rear of 81a Guildhall Street) 

This is a continuous wall of post war red brickwork with brick piers in stretcher bond. A single storey 

building to the north which forms the southern boundary of the Oakes Ban complex. This is from 

the 1970’s with a monopitch slated roof (with a barge board) and red brick walls. There are two 

close boarded gates into the car par which is to the rear of the Guildhall Street frontage. This is un-

pretentious construction but tells its own storey that this is the service side of a large house in This 

is unpretentious construction but tells its own storey that this is the service side of a large 

house in Guildhall Street and, as such, makes a positive contribution to the conservation 

area. 

Greene and Greene’s Car Park (Rear of 80 Guildhall Street) 

To the north here is a rather handsome late 19th/ early 20th C two storey building which presumably 

was originally stables or contained other service uses related to the house in Guildhall Street. This 

building is perpendicular to the street with a red brick (rebuilt) elevation to the street and to the 

south facing elevation flint with redbrick dressings. There are multipane sashes at ground floor level 

and casements above, including what may have been originally a service door in a dormer at first 

floor level, this is now fenestrated with casements too. There is a tall red brick wall to the street, in 

English bond, with piers at the two openings.This may be later 18th C and behind this, separating the 

car park from the garden to the rear of the house, is a flint, Abbey stone and brick wall, this could 

also be of the 18th C. 

A rather elegant solution to the service needs of the main house this all is positive in the conserva-

tion area. 

Abbeygate House 

This is a 1960’s flat roofed building which is a design in the context of its age rather than its location. 

The building has curtain walling (now in plastic but presumably originally in wood) between grey 

plastic clad piers with a plastic fascia to a flat roof. The building has limited quality but the car park 

to the front, with its white painted flanking walls, which has no enclosure to the street and no 

screening, means that overall this is negative in the conservation area. 

Plumpton’s Court  (1,2, 3 St Andrew’s Street South) 

This is a modern (circa 1987) development of mews houses set either side of a courtyard opening 

off the street. The north range of buildings is two storeyed but the first floors are treated as attics, 

only the gable ends, which reflect a tradition of constructing service buildings perpendicular to the 

street, have two true storeys of red brickwork. Otherwise it has hipped slated roofs with lead clad 

dormers and red brickwork. The southern range has two storeys, again with a gabled end facing the 

street, but also further building along the street to the south, all with pan tiled roofs. This has garag-

es at ground floor off the courtyard and red brickwork other than at first floor level on the street 

elevation. Wooden door and window joinery with casements, a lead framed oriel window and steel 

railinged balconette to the street.  An interesting interpretation of a traditional built form these are 

at worst neutral in the conservation area. 

Boundary Wall behind 75 Guildhall Street 

Here is a tall wall which had certainly copings of the 19th C with modern oak boarded gates and an 

undecorated modern rendered finish in what appears to be a hard sand/ cement stucco. The render 

is negative in the conservation area. 

2a, 2b St Andrew’s Street South (behind 74 Guildhall Street) 

This is a charming group of late 19th C buildings presumably starting life as the service wings of the 

house in Guildhall Street, but now apparently separate demises. Simple two storeyed wings to the 

north, with its gable to the street in the traditional manner, and another wing to the east enclosing 

a courtyard accessed from the street through large close boarded gates in a boundary wall.  The 

walls are flint with brick dressings and the roofs are slated. Multipane casement windows and door 

joinery. 

A charming group which is positive in the conservation area. 



Garage behind 73 Guildhall Street 

Apparently of the same period of construction as the group to the north and while heavily rebuilt 

this large single storey storage building/garage has a pantiled roof perpendicular to the street and 

brick and flint walling with painted boarded door and garage door too. To the south the building has 

a large multipane window in a stucco rendered wall suggesting it may have been a workshop origi-

nally.  

It makes a modest positive contribution to the conservation area. 

3 St Andrew’s Street South 

This is a curious house which appears to have been the result of major remodelling and extending 

of a smaller, former workshop building on the plot. The building, set back from the street behind 

modern steel gates on red brick piers, has a ground floor with a large glazed screen, in stucco ren-

der finished walls, contiguous with the garage/workshop to the north. It seems these two buildings 

may have at one time been related. Above this ground floor construction is an extension which has 

a slated roof, perpendicular to the street, and a wooden framed conservatory type frontage with a 

lead roof, in front of which is a balcony with a wooden balustrade and a flight of steps leading to 

another gate to the street. 

This is a somewhat curious building. It is neutral in the conservation area. 

3a St Andrew’s Street South 

A pair of late 20th C house set back from the street with a car park to its frontage. In two storeys 

with an attic in red bricks with wooden dormers, wooden casement windows and door joinery.  The 

ground floor has two garages, that to the north has a folksy wrought steel gate.  

Appears somewhat out of scale and the completely open frontage rather means this is at best neu-

tral in the conservation area. 

4 St Andrew’s Street South 

Set behind a red brick boundary wall which encloses a courtyard here is a two storey mid/late 19th C 

flint/Abbey stone with brick dressings building which, in common with others in the street, presum-

ably at one time was a service building to the Guildhall Street premises. It is now employed as re-

hearsal rooms. Modern wooden framed casement windows and door joinery and a slate roof. Shal-

low relieving arches on the ground floor rather suggest the earlier use of the building for stables/

carriages. To the north side is a lean too with a corrugated metal roof, and the gates to the street 

are somewhat industrial. Otherwise this makes a positive contribution to the conservation area. 

The Wool Warehouse and Wool Sack Gateway 

The Wool Sack Gateway is the only structure on the east side of the street that is designated. It is a 

gateway and late 18th C sign with relief wool sack and Star of David. It is believed to relate to the 

Wool House which had been located where Woolhall Street now is. The Abbey stone wall within 

which the gate is set within a rather handsome length of wall which relates to the buildings to the 

north, again in flint/ Abbey stone and brick. 

The remainder of the Wool Warehouse  dated 1897 on a stone relief plaque, is a large building with 

a double pitched pantiled  roof perpendicular to the street, and with its gabled end onto the pave-

ment, with a small yard to the north and a rather larger one to the south. The building seems to 

have a principal floor and a semi basement and attic (with many roof lights) with 19th C wooden 

framed casements and modern entrance screen, The building was heavily refurbished in the late 

20th C and this saw the render finish applied to its walls and other changes such as the installation of 

plastic rainwater goods. 

While the two courtyard/car parks are somewhat negative, as they fail to provide any enclosure to 

the street, the building is positive in the conservation area. 



Rear of The Black Boy Public House 

The Public House is listed but the large stables building at its rear is not separately identified as 

such. 

It should be protected as a curtilage structure but is a very fine late 18th/ early 19th C stables/service 

building and makes a positive contribution to the conservation area. 

5 to 8 St Andrew’s Street South 

These are a range of mid/late 19th C semi-industrial type buildings which were built over a period 

and in a mixture of materials. All two storeys and with double pitched roofs the ranges to the north 

have flint walls with brick dressings and slated roofs, while those to the south and east are in red 

brick (to the west) or white bricks with pantiles. The north range has a modern wooden framed 

shop window facing north, with modern casements here too and close boarded workshop doors. 

The elevation to the street has a confection of fenestration with wooden framed casements and 

sash windows and an entrance door, of a range of dates from later 19th C to later 20th C. On the 

south facing elevation is a mixture of modern casements and shuttered show room windows, one at 

first floor with a balconette, with steel railings. 

The semi industrial nature of these buildings are important in the conservation area and they make 

a positive contribution to it. 

The Hunter Club 

To the street this building just shows a wooden boarded elevation with a modern entrance screen 

and a corrugated asbestos roof, as well as a large name board. Forms part of premises that front 

Guildhall Street 

Set back from the street with a car park  which rather detracts as there is no enclosure at all. The 
building is otherwise neutral in the conservation area  

1 to 11 St Edmunds Mews 

This is a late 20th C development of houses which were designed (apparently) to reflect what had 

previously stood on their site. They are a mixture of two and three storey dwellings and several 

have a contrasting finish to their neighbour. With red bricks, white bricks and wooden boarded clad-

ding. They all do have pantiled roofs and wooden framed window and door joinery and are set be-

hind small front gardens. To the centre is an opening to a car park. 

These are neutral in the conservation area. 

Building to the East of St Edmunds Mews 

This is a large single storey wooden clad building which accommodates garaging and bin store for 

the houses to the east and, at its southern end, a pair of small cottages. Generally in a single storey 

but, in part thanks to the sloping ground, two storeys to the south with very limited fenestration in 

the way of modern casements and there is an opening to the north end with steel railing gates and 

openings for the residences to the east. Double pitched pantiled roof. Otherwise the whole of the 

east side is open arcaded carports. 

This building was rebuilt/extended in the later 20th C to imitate the building which had previously 

stood on the site. There is evidence of some earlier brick plinth at the north end of the building. 

It is neutral in the conservation area. 

10 St Andrew’s Street 

This appears to be a mid/ late 19th C pair of semi-detached houses which are now a single retail/

residential property. In two storeys of stucco render with black pantiled roof and modern casement 

and shop type windows. They are the only old buildings on this east side of St Andrew’s Street at 

this south end but have had major remodelling and alterations in modern times and have little his-

toric character left. 

They are neutral in the conservation area. 



11-17 St Andrew’s Street 

These are a part of a larger development of social housing  dating from the late 20th C which turns 

into Westgate Street. In two storeys generally and with a corner feature gabled element which has 

attic accommodation. The terrace has white brickwork and pantiled roofs with wooden framed 

casements and door joinery. There is an arched opening to a car par at the rear.  

A very polite development in its context, and neutral in the conservation area. 

 


